Synthesis of isotopically labelled retinal. Structural and functional studies at the atomic level of the chromophore in visual pigments.
To describe the strategy followed in studying the structure and function of the chromophore in visual pigments at the atomic level. A three-step strategy was followed. First, 11-cis retinal with high enrichment (99% 13C or 99% 2H) at pre-determined positions or combinations of positions was synthesized. Second, the rhodopsins with isotope label in the chromophore were prepared combining opsin with the isotopically labelled 11-cis retinal. Third, these systems were studied with isotope-sensitive physical techniques. Isotope labelling together with isotope-sensitive spectroscopy is a highly promising method for obtaining information at the atomic level of biologically active systems. Strategies based on specific stable isotope labelling are likely to be applicable to many research areas.